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control of Liu Bei. Zhang Fei comes out of the pass 
to battle. The two were evenly matched in strength, 
so they fought from sunup to sundown with no clear 
victor. Liu Bei was watching the battle from a high 
tower on the side. When he saw how skilled Ma Chao 
was in martial arts, he suddenly was taken with him and 
left his tower so that the two of them would not harm 
each other. In the opera, Ma Chao is performed by the 
handsome Wu Sheng, while Zhang Fei is performed 
by imposing Wu Jing. When fighting during the day, 
they two are dressed in form fitting clothes. Ma Chao 
is in white, symbolizing he is brave and bellicose with 
his long spear. During their night fights, they switch 
to close hand-to-hand combat. The two have to have a 
strong background in martial arts and be in sync with 
each other in order to sell the performance that they are 
both equally matched. 

On September 11 and 25, a total of 320 people 
came to enjoy the operas. The performers’ amazing 
performance was met with a lively response by the 
audience. It was an exquisite operatic feast enjoyed 
one and all.

Authentic Playground performs at NCL.

The 2021 Pacif ic  Neighborhood 
Consortium (PNC) Annual Meeting 
"Digital Libraries" Organized by the 
National Central Library Held on 28 
September

■

The PNC is one of the most important specialist 
international academic organization events of 
the year in Pacific Rim countries. Its annual 
conference is held in different parts of the Pacific 
Rim every year, and organizes speeches related to 

Two Short Peking Opera Classics 
“Songqin Yanli” and “Liang Wei 
Jiangjun” Are Performed at NCL

■

Trends Educational Foundation and National 
Central Library jointly host a special performance of 
two pieces of short Peking opera classics, “Songqin 
yanli” and “Liang wei jiangjun” in September. They 
were produced by the Department of Jing Ju at the 
National Taiwan College of Performing Arts, with 
the college’s students performing them through a 
cooperative education endeavor. 

Opera 1: “Songqin yanli”
“Songqin yanli” is a funny opera written for 

a comedic role. That comedian plays the role of a 
mother named Mrs. Chen who is marrying off her 
daughter. Mrs. Chen does not understand the proper 
etiquettes and customs, even though there is someone 
there directing the ceremony. So because Mrs. Chen 
is too obsessed with what the bride attendant says, 
many hilarious faux pas result. The opera also aims to 
make fun of the standard rules for opera. For example, 
when they go to get in the sedan chair, the actors get 
behind a curtain and follow along with the sedan-chair 
bearers. But Mrs. Chen actually sits on the ground. So 
the procession is halted. The bride attendant tries every 
means of persuasion to get Mrs. Chen to stand up and 
walk with them. Mrs. Chen does finally get up but 
complains on the way, “I tried sitting on the stage sedan 
chair, but no. I have to walk in it instead!” The role is 
also called caidan (female comedian). In traditional 
operatic art it is a rather unpopular role. It is often 
just reciting lines and reciting poetry with a wooden 
clapper. The stage actions and costume are often over 
the top. On stage the role requires a lot of laughing, 
yelling, amusing oneself, and pulling pranks. There is 
even room for impromptu insertions, showing off the 
actor’s quick-wittedness and brilliant ideas. 

Opera 2: “Liang wei jiangjun”
The classical short Peking opera “Liang wei 

jiangjun” was originally called “Liang jiangjun.” Some 
called it “Jiameng Pass” or “Zhanma chao.” It features 
amazing acrobatic fighting between Wu Sheng and Wu 
Jing. The story comes from chapter 65 of the Romance 
of the Three Kingdoms, which tells about Ma Chao’s 
orders to attack the Jiaming Pass that was under the 
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Digital Collections at the Library of Congress”. On 
this occasion, there were more than 70 participants 
joining the lecture forums. At question time, speakers 
and online attendees exchanged and shared the 
experiences of the National Museum of Taiwan 
History and the National Library of Singapore. 
Through the event, scholars and practitioners 
became aware of the importance of reconsidering the 
development direction for a sustainable future for 
libraries and museums in nowadays digital age.

Another notable thing is that the poster presented 
by the NCL this year (“When Elementary Students 
Encounter the Classics--  Poems and Verbal 
Learning in Progressive Pace: An Interactive 
Learning Platform”) was chosen for the PNC poster 
competition. It was co-authored by Director  Li-
Chun Chen and System Analyst Hsiou-Mei Shao, 
Digital Knowledge System Division and the poster is 
exhibited on 28 September at the online event.

NCL Director-General Tseng moderates the 2021 PNC session 
“Digital Libraries.”

National Central Library Cooperates 
with Universities to Organize Training 
Camp for Young Scholars

■

The National Central Library cooperated with 
four local universities for the first time to organize 
on-line learning activity for the high school students 
entitled “2021 Training Camp for Young Scholars.” 
The first run was launched on August 9 and given 
a lively start by Poqing Jonny Wu, President of 
National Ilan University; Fangzhang Guo, Director 
of National Ilan University Library; President Bob 
Neng-Shu Yang of National Yunlin University of 
Science and Technology; Shihui Huang, Director of 

the latest information sciences and applications to 
advance opportunities for academic exchanges and 
information-sharing among member countries.

As the Covid-19 pandemic continued to ravage 
the globe, the PNC was held this year (2021) in the 
form of an online video conference for the first time. 
The annual meeting and joint meeting were held from 
28 to 30 September. The conference was hosted by 
Academia Sinica, with the theme of "Sustainable 
Digital Heritage.” Three heavyweight specialist 
lectures and 17 dialogs on sub-topics were arranged to 
discuss how to preserve human civilization and cultural 
heritage sustainably in the era of digital sharing.

The National Central Library (NCL) was invited 
to organize a number of library-oriented sessions 
every year. In addition to enhancing the international 
visibility of the achievements of Taiwan’s library 
resources, it takes this opportunity to conduct 
academic exchanges and develop more cooperation 
opportunities with participants from various countries. 
The special session “Digital Libraries” organized 
by the NCL, Taiwan this year is held at ten thirty on 
September 28. This session is moderated by NCL 
Director-General Dr. Tseng. This digital library session 
focuses on “Memory of National and City Heritage 
in the Knowledge Age.” Memory of national and city 
heritage could represent a shared interpretation of a 
nation’s or cities’ past. Over the past few decades, 
libraries and museums have tried to archive and 
digitize all kinds of materials memorizing human and 
cultural experiences and preserve them for the future 
generations. It is observed that cultural institutions 
are enthusiastically using new technologies and 
diversified collecting approaches to generate new 
types of content and formats. 

NCL invited three speakers, including Dr. 
Lung-chih Chang, Director of the National Museum 
of Taiwan History, Ms. Janice Loo, Librarian of the 
National Library, Singapore and Ms. Kate Zwaard, 
Director of Digital Strategy, the Library of Congress 
to speak on different topics individually, including 
”Bringing Taiwan to the World: Field Report from 
the NMTH”, “Collecting Today for Tomorrow: 
Documenting COVID-19 at the National Library 
Board, Singapore” and “Policy, Planning and 
Practice: Building and Providing Access to Born 


